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INTERVIEW OF MARY CRANSTON
BY ANGELA BRADSTREET

AB	 My name is Angela Bradstreet, and I am very deeply honored to be
interviewing the great and wonderful Mary Cranston, Chair of Pillsbury,
Winthrop, and this is our first session. Mary, thanks for being here.

MC	 Thank you for doing this. I really appreciate it. It's very fun to be
interviewed by somebody that I admire deeply.

AB	 Oh, God. Well, you know what I think of you. You're one of my heroines
and it's a great honor for me to be doing this. It's wonderful that we know
each other, so we don't have to engage in all of the sort of preliminaries and
I'll just get right to it.

MC	 Good.

AB	 Tell me about your life.

Both laugh.

MC	 You're born, then you die, you know. Little stuff in the middle.

AB	 What do you remember about growing up? Tell me generally where you grew
up, things that you remember.

MC	 I grew up in California. I was born at Stanford. My mother had come out
from the Midwest to go to undergraduate and graduate school at Stanford, met
my father, who was fourth-generation California, and they got married and
lived in California. They moved to San Mateo when I was about three years
old, so I grew up in San Mateo, which is just south of San Francisco, and I
lived there until I went off to college at Stanford myself, and my parents lived
there until they passed away.

I remember really a very good childhood. I had a wonderful mother, very
creative mother, very smart mother. She was pretty frustrated at being a
housewife, so she was always off running all the charitable organizations. She
always had a life going on and she was extremely supportive of her girls doing
whatever they wanted to do.
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And there was my twin sister, who is my lifelong best friend, my younger
sister Nancy and my brother Tom. So we're four kids. We got along OK.
There were definitely times when it was a little tense.

My dad was a very upright person. He had a lot of kind of strict ideas about
how the world should work. He was an Irish Catholic. We were raised
Catholic, so there were definitely rules and limitations that we had to live
with, but at the end of the day he was a very honest person and I admired him
greatly. He was a pilot for United and then later for Pan-American, and that
required that he fly all over the world. This was before jets, so he would be
gone a long time. Finally he quit that because it was such an intense lifestyle
and then he went to work for a company in the Bay Area. He was kind of a
middle manager.

Let's see. I went to Catholic grammar school, Catholic high school. The high
school was all girls, and I think that was a pretty important part of my growing
up, because it was in that high school that women had to absorb all of the
leadership roles that there were, and I think it was quite subtly, and maybe not
so subtly, important for how I saw the world and how I saw what women
could do, going forward. It was a small high school. I'm still in very close
touch with a number of my high school buddies. It was a very fun time, so I
guess that's what I'd say to start with.

AB	 Your mother, in terms of your mother, you said she was very active on
charitable organizations?

MC	 Right.

AB	 Did she also work outside of the home?

MC	 My mom was one of the first women to get an advanced degree in economics
at Stanford, and then she went to work as the first female employee of the
Federal Reserve Bank in Kansas City, where she grew up, but then she
married my dad and both he and she felt that it was a statement that the
husband couldn't provide for the family if she worked outside of the home, so
she fell into that trap. Her own father was a very well-regarded businessman,
CEO of a major company, and that's the kind of talent she had. She could
have done that.

AB	 Did you ever feel that your father perpetuated her feeling that she had to
conform  to a partic_ular_rolt. 	
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MC	 I have a feeling, because my mother really ran the house, not my father, I have
a feeling that it was more of an internal standard that she had absorbed from
her Midwest upbringing, that he felt most comfortable with. I don't think it
was a point of tension between them. I think they both kind of bought into
this, and it's just that I think she really had a lot of firepower. The way she
sublimated it was she ran - she was always the treasurer or the president of
these organizations. She always did the finances. She ran our family's
finances. She was a major investor and ran all that herself, so she had things
that she did that entertained her, but I think she could have done more, really,
she could have.

AB	 Were you brought up in such a way as to think that anything's possible for
women?

MC	 Let me give you a great story. This one, I think, epitomizes my mother and I
told it at the Margaret Brent lunch. It's such a great indication of my mom. In
the second grade, the nun that was teaching the class was reading a lesson on
"What do you want to be when you grow up?" and she had this whole shtick
about how the highest and best calling for anybody would be to be a priest or a
nun, so at the end of that she asked the whole class what they wanted to be and
of course, everybody, with one exception, raised their hand. My hand was up
and I wanted to be a nun just like all the other girls in the class. The one
holdout was my twin sister, who said that she wanted to be a doctor. The num
then proceeded to tell the class that women couldn't be doctors. My sister was
really upset. She ran home crying and my mom said "Well, that's ridiculous.
You can do whatever you want." Then my mom proceeded to find the only
female pediatrician probably in the entire Bay Area and she became our
pediatrician, Betty Bradley. She was really a pioneer herself and so that was
my mom.

AB	 Tell me about your relationship with your twin sister.

MC	 A lot of times twins have a - splitting of personality is a little strong, but each
will have different roles, and my role was kind of the extrovert, out there,
dealing with the world, and Susan was the carrier of deep feeling. She also
always knew she wanted to be a doctor. She's just a natural healer in so many
ways. So growing up, without it being very conscious, we usually split up
things. She would do one thing and I would do the other, and in mid-life
we've had to kind of adjust that a little bit and kind of own back the part of
each of our personalities that the other one carries. But fundamentally we
were just very, very close and have always_been_v_ery_ very close—I-talk-to-her	
two or three times a day. I've done that every day of my life.
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AB	 Are you identical?

MC	 No, we fraternal. She's a vascular surgeon. She was the first female vascular
surgeon in the U.S., certified, and she lives very near me. We both have kids
that are sort of the same vintage. They're very close. It's kind of like an alter
ego, and frankly, we had to marry guys that were not threatened by that,
because it's such an important relationship.

AB	 What about the relationships with your other siblings?

MC	 I like my other siblings and I'm close especially to my other sister, but I don't
have anywhere near the intensity of relationship that I do with Susan. Susan
and I were the oldest. Our sister is six years younger, so in a sense she's
almost a different generation, and our brother was, poor schmuck, the only
boy in the family, between all these women. He's a great guy. He kinds of
checked out of the family system early because he couldn't stand it and as
adults, we've definitely built back a strong relationship. He was a little bit of
a black sheep and flunked out of a couple of colleges, but finally pulled
himself up by his own bootstraps and is now a lawyer, very successful.

AB	 You mentioned that your parents are Catholic.

MC	 My father was a dyed-in-the-wool Catholic, and my mother converted when
she married him.

AB	 And were you actually brought up in a pretty religious environment, attending
services and that kind of thing?

MC	 Absolutely. Catholicism was definitely the source of many, many rules in the
family, and I think it was really one of the sadnesses of my father's life that
each one of his kids went off to college and quickly abandoned the Church.
He was a very devout Catholic until he died, and my mom, it was great being
a convert, because she sort of bought the good parts and refused to buy the bad
parts, and if you're raised a Catholic, it's harder to do that, but she was a
convert. She also stayed very active in the Church until her death.

AB	 What kind of rules did you have?

MC	 It's the old -- you can't eat meat on Friday, you had to go to church every
week, you went to confession on Saturday, grace before meals. In these
Catholic schools we'd get a daily dose of religion. Some_of it was-dogmatic,	
some of it was situational, ethics, and that was discussed and reinforced at
home. Of course when we got into adolescence there's a whole bunch of strict
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rules in Catholicism about sexuality and how you handle that, and all that was
very strongly reinforced at home with rules about who you could date and the
times you had to be home and all that kind of stuff, what you could wear.

AB	 Has that influenced or has it impacted your life? How has it impacted your
life today at all?

MC	 I would say it taught me a few things about what not to do as a parent.
(laughs) That was probably the major impact. I think that looking back on it,
many people were raised in families that had strong religious values in one
way or another. It certainly -- in school and in the family, we talked a lot
about how you treat people and how you give back and what loyalty means
and what integrity means, and these were very important values in the family,
and they were reinforced. I think the religion underpins that but I think that
was very good. I feel like my family expected me to make contributions and
to be an honest person, and I bought that.

AB	 What about the issue of choice — did that come up?

MC	 Well, when we were young, there was no choice. You had to do this. But I
think when we went off to college, we all went to non-religious colleges
where everybody was questioning everything. That was the sixties, and it
took me a few months, but I began to realize I didn't have a lot of intrinsic
drive to follow all these rules of Catholicism, so I abandoned a lot of the ritual
forms. I didn't go to church. But I certainly had the values deep in the bone.

AB	 Sorry, I meant a woman's right to choose.

MC	 Oh, the woman's right to choose. It's interesting, of course in Catholicism at
that time particularly it was absolutely forbidden to have an abortion and to be
on that side of the issue, and I think I was probably just a little bit oblivious to
it at that point. But when I went off to college and it was the time of the
sexual revolution, things changed a lot when I was in college, and I became
very early on a complete advocate of the woman's right to choose. I think it
didn't drive me out of the church, but I think if I hadn't already made the split
from the church, that probably would have been an issue that would have been
enough to do it.

AB	 Did that cause any issues, any problems with your father?

MC	 By the time we were in college, we were fighting with him_aboutjust about 
everything, about the Church, about Vietnam, about the right to choose. I
mean, you name it, we had fights with my father for many years until he — he
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was very right-wing and he was very opinionated, so we really fought with
him until he got to the point that he was old enough that we felt it was not nice
to beat up on him any more. (laughs)

AB	 The girls high school that you went to, it was an all-girls school, you said.

MC	 It was, yes.

AB	 Is that something that you would advocate for your children, and why?

MC	 I've done an informal survey of women of my generation who are in
leadership positions and it's pretty — not completely — but pretty uniform that
they at some point went to a single-sex school and I think it was important for
our generation to have a vision that leadership was possible. So I think for our
age it really was critical. I think it's a different question today. Both of my
kids have gone to coed schools, so certainly it wasn't anything that I felt
strongly enough to put them into single-sex schools, and my daughter is an
extremely — let's say the apple didn't fall too far from the tree, in terms of her
extroversion and her leadership abilities and her persuasive ability, and she's
been the leader of everything she's ever signed up for. So I think there's been
kind of a difference in terms of what's necessary for women today. I think
now I'd go for the best school, the best fit for the kid, and I'd look at that
issue, but I wouldn't make it the dominant force.

AB	 When you were at high school, did you have any particular role models or
mentors or womentors at the time?

MC	 There were some really amazing women who were nuns at that time.
Obviously the number of women who are nuns today is much less, and I can
think of just some great women who were very dedicated to adolescent girls,
open, compassionate, kind of Bodhisattva types who always just loved
everybody, and they were very influential to me. My mother herself was
always a very important role model to me, because she really exhibited
leadership in every way, and while she didn't work outside the house, she
always had something very significant that she was doing, so that was
important.

I had a great-grandmother on my mother's side who was really artistic and
also spent a lot of time with the grandchildren. So I had some — I'd say the
role models on the female side had more to do with support and love and

  really the sense thati had_people behind me_ready to launch-rne, I've-t-alked-to
other women who grew up in families where the mother was a little bit scared
of a career for their daughter, because they thought they might never get
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married if they did that, or other things, and I had really the opposite, in both
my school and my mother. There was a whole generation of women that were
ready for women to do more, and that's pretty much what I got.

AB	 That's really interesting. Now, were you having a rabid dating life back in
high school, or what?

MC	 (laughs) No, --

AB	 Or there were so many rules you couldn't do anything?

MC	 Well, there were certainly rules but I didn't have a whole lot of temptation
because I was kind of an egghead, freckled redhead at that point. I hadn't
learned really how to dress or how to make myself look good, and there
weren't any boys around very much. I mean, we certainly had dates in the
sense that we would invite some poor schmuck to the school dance but I really
didn't have a steady boyfriend until my senior year in high school, and even
then it was a pretty mild kind of relationship. Again, because I just really was
still in this whole Catholic mode and everything had to be above the table.
We did have a couple of girls in the class get pregnant and I was just shocked,
shocked. I look back at myself and I think --

AB	 Did you counsel them?

MC	 No, in those days if somebody got pregnant, they disappeared overnight so
there was nothing to counsel them about. And I was pretty — honestly I think I
was pretty judgmental at that point, because I had bought all the rules at that
point. I look back and I just can't even believe it. I don't tell my children
this. They'd think I was a complete weirdo.

AB	 So when was it that you quit buying all the rules?

MC	 Really, I went off to Stanford and a couple of months later I just kind of woke
up one day and said "You know, I don't have to do this. This is ridiculous." I
went to Stanford in the fall of 1966, and Berkeley was just getting started, but
the real issues in the universities happened about a year and a half later, so
when I went to Stanford you had to wear nylons on the quad, there were
checkout procedures in the dorms, all-women dorms, and you had to be back
by ten o'clock most nights. They'd give you a couple of passes for midnight.
It was very paternalistic, and all of that changed about two years into Stanford.
All that went away  and there was a huge revolution  really in the way young	
people were thinking about themselves and what they were doing. So I was
right in the middle of it. It was a pretty interesting time.
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AB	 What led to the change? Were there uprisings or was it just a natural
evolution?

MC	 Well, think about it. It was the time of Haight-Ashbury, it was the time of the
opposition to the Vietnamese War, it was the Baby Boomers coming of age
and that generation thought we were going to change and save the world. It's
been interesting. I just got a book that was written or put together for my 35th
undergraduate reunion from Stanford and what you do is, you fill out a sheet
about what your life's been like, and I was struck, as I read through my class
essays, how many people were expressing a sadness that we had not really
changed the world. They really thought they were going to, and their lives
were a disappointment on that issue, and that whole time and that energy was
what was coming up in the sixties.

And I was part of it and probably, I certainly wasn't on the radical edge,
because I had started on such a conservative side, but it pulled me into the
mainstream and into the middle, and opened my eyes about what women's
rights would be. Clearly sexual freedom was one right and the right to choose
was another key right.

It's also the time when women started thinking about careers in a different
way. I remember a survey of my freshman class at Stanford where virtually
every woman in the class said that they planned to be a teacher or a nurse,
work a few years and then get married. There was another survey in my
senior year and the women had completely changed what they thought they
were going to do with their lives. Many were going to law school. I
remember just kind of waking up one day and realizing I could go to law
school. Whoa!! That's new, and there hadn't been very many women in the
law school, but it was now truly an option that a lot of women were thinking
about. That was just a huge period of change. You look back at history and
there are these times when there is almost a sea change for one reason or
another. And I think the Sixties were that for the United States.

AB	 Now when you were off at Stanford, where was your twin sister?

MC	 She was at Stanford with me. (laughs) Definitely. We wouldn't have gone to
college separately. And then she went straight into medical school after
Stanford and it was tough to get into medical school as a woman. She was
one of five or so in her medical school class.

AB	 Medical school at Stanford?
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MC	 No, she went to USC Medical School.

AB	 OK. And then you went to law school?

MC	 No, actually, what I did was I graduated from Stanford in three years, an
absolutely stupid choice which I would never make now. But I just took a lot
of units and I had a lot of extra credit and I realized I could save my parents
some money so I graduated. But then I realized, now what? All my friends
are still in college.

So I went down to UCLA and actually went into a Ph.D. program in
psychology, but I didn't like it, because I had never taken any psychology as
an undergrad, which is why I couldn't go to the Stanford psychology
department; they thought I needed to have some prerequisites. But UCLA
took me just because of my grade point average, and I hated it.

So I got a Master's Degree that year and then came back up and got married to
my high school sweetheart, who is my husband of 36 years today. He was
going to business school. He'd been in VISTA for a year, came back, we got
married, he went to the business school and I went to work.

I first went to work for a major corporation which will go nameless for
reasons you'll soon hear. I was the first woman they ever hired into their fast
track management program, I was the only woman, I was 22 years old. One
woman in this program out of about ten guys. All the management were male,
and I was put in charge of a business unit that was made up of 40+ year old
female clerks who'd been there forever, and I was to manage them, and it was
a debacle. I was completely clueless about the issues of gender, age. I'd
never been in business. I was a disaster, and so they fired me. My first job. It
was horrible. After a year.

And so then — it was the first time I'd ever failed in my life. It was pretty
traumatic. But all these things make you more resilient. So I had to find
another job and fortunately I was able to get a position as the office
administrator of the Office of the President of Stanford, which was a great job.
I loved it, they loved me, it was a much better fit. I got a lot of mentoring
there, from men and women in the office. It was a job that had a lot of
external relations aspects to it, which I like a lot.

AB	 I'm just going to go back a little bit, because here we have the recipient of the
Margaret Brent Award,  who wasiiredirom her first job.	

MC	 Right, right. Nobody asked me about it (laughs).
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AB	 Do you ever go back and think about the experience? I imagine you were
devastated at the time, weren't you?

MC	 It was pretty traumatic. I have thought about it, and for many years I had a lot
of bitterness about it and I had a lot of opinions about the behavior of the men
but over time I've kind of mellowed in a couple of ways. Ii think that it was
pretty emblematic of the times, and I was pretty clueless and they were pretty
clueless. I think we all did the best we could. It just wasn't going to work,
and it had a couple of long-term good consequences. It made me realize that
one door closes, there's a better door that's going to open. It also, I think,
gave me an early appreciation of and sensitivity to male-female relationships
in the workplace and how tough it could be. And it's part of why I am so
committed to — if I can, anything I can do while I'm still alive to really get this
fixed, I'm going to do it.

AB	 So what did you learn — what did you take from that experience in terms of
learning about dealing with male-female relationships? I mean, in terms of
your style in dealing with men today, for example, is it a little different from
how it was in your first job?

MC	 Absolutely. One of the things that I learned is that you don't always — when
you walk into a work environment, especially a large ongoing organization,
you can't just expect to be like in the way that your family likes you or your
school likes you. I mean, you have to figure out what the hell is going on in
that organization and try to understand where people are coming from. I
didn't understand that at all when I took my first job. So that was — I think I
got up that learning curve pretty quickly, because I did spend a lot of time
trying to analyze what the heck I had done wrong here. It also made me
realize that the natural support relationships that I experienced with my
mother and the nuns in the school, and really my friends at college, that kind
of natural affinity is a little tougher, especially with older men. And I guess I
didn't know that. I knew my dad, he was fine; I just hadn't been around a lot
of executive men to understand that and probably it made me more nervous
for a number of years. I just didn't trust them after that. But I think it also — I
became quite an acute observer of how things work and spent a lot of time
adjusting my own behavior. Then over time, of course, I got pissed about that
and started to abandon all of the techniques I had used to be influential and
became much more assertive and straightforward but that was a journey over
time. I think that early failure, I think, gave me an early wake-up call and
	 when you're awake, you see more. OK? 
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AB	 Now, we sort of glossed over that in all of this, you married your childhood
sweetheart. So we're going to go way into this. Was this the childhood
sweetheart from the senior year or . . . ???

MC	 No, he dumped me.

AB	 Oh, he dumped you? Oh, my God.

MC	 It was quite a heartbreak. Yeah, it was bad. And then when I got to Stanford,
there were a lot of men, so I started dating all the time, which was really
different. But he was the first one I really liked after the one --

AB	 What's his name?

MC	 My husband is Harold. It's also my grandfather's name and my brother's
middle name. It's such a weird name. Who would have --

AB	 Very English.

MC	 Definitely. Actually I met him — between my freshman and sophomore year I
went to Stanford's overseas campus in England and I met him there.

AB	 Oh, he is English?

MC	 No, he's American. He was over there in the same group and he actually was
dating somebody else, and I was actually dating somebody else, and when we
got back, we both ended up without those dates and started seeing each other.
And in fact I remember my sister had arranged a mixer between her residents
and his fraternity and in her usual organized, or lack of organized, fashion, she
hadn't really invited enough people, so she called me and said that I had to
come because she didn't have enough people. And I said, the only one I know
is Harold and I don't want to hang out with him all the — I don't know
anybody either, so I'd probably hang out with him and I don't want to
monopolize him. But I went anyway and we kind of looked at each other and
went — hey! and from that day on we were together.

AB	 And how old were you when you first started dating?

MC	 I was 19 and he was 20.

AB 	 And when did you get married? 
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MC	 We got married — he was a year ahead of me at Stanford so when I graduated
in three years and he graduated in four years, we graduated at the same time.
He went into VISTA and I went to graduate school at UCLA. When we got
back that summer, we got married, and we were 22. And when our kids
turned 22, I looked at him and said "what were we thinking?" Oh, my God,
we were adolescents.

AB	 Really. But you've been married for 36 years, which is quite something.

MC	 It is, and we've had to renegotiate the relationship pretty fundamentally a few
times and definitely have had our rocky moments, but I think there's
something about long-term marriage that teaches you a lot, and of course,
coming from a Catholic family, you marry him for better or worse and you
stick with it, so --

AB	 What are the main ingredients that you think have led you to stay together for
36 years?

MC	 We're very good friends and he is extremely tolerant, both of my twin sister
and of my career. It's not that it's been issue-free, but his attitude is, if you
like it, do it and it just makes our lives easier to have two incomes, has
basically been his attitude, and I've seen a few people that are even more
enlightened than that, but for that age, that was pretty good, that was really
pretty good, and that allowed me to do stuff that I really liked. We're also a
good team in the sense that our strengths are a little different so we handle
different parts of our lives together and it works out pretty well. We're both
very independent and autonomous, so our issue has always been staying
disciplined to make sure we spend enough time together, that we don't drift
apart.

AB	 How have you dealt with that?

MC	 To be honest, we sort of — we get too far out of orbit with each other, and one
or the other will call the question and sort of reel us back in, and that's been
kind of the pattern. It'll be interesting when we're both retired (laughs) as to
whether we can actually stand to live in the same house most of the time. As I
said, it'll be 	 if we can life together in harmony. Actually, we've been
together a long time. I definitely feel like I married the right guy and I've
always had that feeling.

AB	 When you say you've married the right_g_uy,what  are the iugredientsJhathave	
convinced you ...?
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MC	 He's a very talented businessman. He's tall, he's good looking. I remember
being just very attracted to him when I was younger. And got to know his
family, felt like it was a good fit and in all the years since then I've never met
anybody that I went, oh, I should have waited and married that guy. I have
always felt like it was the right marriage for me. He's a very good friend of
my twin sister. It's a good, tight family unit.

AB	 How did your twin sister deal with - is she married?

MC	 Yeah, she's married, too.

AB	 When did she get married?

MC	 She got married ten years after I did. In fact, I spent a lot of my 20s worried
that she wasn't going to find the right guy. She had one boyfriend who was a
complete nightmare. She was with him forever. Fortunately, she finally gave
him the boot. And then about 3 months later, she met David, the guy she's
been married to for, I guess, 26 years at this point. He's a great guy.

AB	 Okay. Did you have any guilt around the fact that you had a happy marriage
and that she wasn't married?

MC	 No, it's not guilt, it's anxiety. When you're a twin, they're like one person in
terms of how you feel about things.

AB	 So after you were unfortunately fired from your first job, then what happened?

MC	 Then I found I need the income because my husband was in business school
and his parents were paying for the actual tuition, but I was responsible for our
living. I was looking for another management job. Nobody really asked me
about being fired because I'd only been there a short period of time so I was
able to finesse it. But really, the jobs that I were open at that time were
secretarial jobs, and I kept not wanting a secretarial job. So this job at the
Stanford president's office was called an administrative assistant and I liked
the title because it didn't sound like a secretary. I did have to do some
secretarial work but not really. I had some independent responsibilities also
that I thrived on. So it was a good job and I loved Stanford as an undergrad.
It gave me a whole different perspective. I saw the inside of the university. I
got to know a lot of the administration. That really has turned out to be a
wonderful boon in my life. Because of that I was able to start really
volunteering for Stanford at an early age. I knew people. I could see where
the opportunities were and I got to do things which led me to be a pretty
involved-alum Tor many years. That go me on the alumni board at an early
age. I got to be the president of the alumni association in our 100th year
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anniversary year. And then did a lot of fundraising and ultimately am now on
the Stanford board of trustees. So it really, more than my undergraduate years
there, it was being in the president's office that really opened up some
pathways for me at the university. And I just love that relationship.

AB	 And then where did you go?

MC	 After I graduated from, so I was at the president's office for about a year and a
half. My husband graduated in June, and I quit in about June because I knew I
was going to go to the Stanford Law School in the fall. So we took that
summer off, had some fun, and then he went to work, and I went to Stanford
Law School.

AB	 When did you decide to go to law school? What made you think you wanted
to be a lawyer?

MC	 This is the honest truth. It's not too edifying but, so I failed at this job and I
knew the president's office's job wasn't like a career path, wasn't a permanent
job. And my twin sister, one thing I didn't mention is that we were a little
competitive academically. And if one of us had a degree, the other one had to
get something. And she was going to have an M.D. after four years and by
this point I'm two years into her four years of medical school. And I was
going to have nothing except this master's degree. So what's the quickest
doctorate that there is? It's the J.D. So that's what actually drove me in that
direction. Of course, as I looked at the possibilities, I thought it would be a
good career for me. One thing that over the course of my life I've realized is
that I probably honestly would have been better off going to business school,
as opposed to law school, because I have a natural strategic, big-picture mind.
I can do detail work, but it's not anything that I really like. And one of the
things about being a lawyer in a firm is you're always an agent, not a
principal. But that really didn't begin to pinch for many years. I was just
pretty happy being a lawyer and in law school. And there's a lot about that
career that was right for me. So my reason for choosing it was a little bizarre,
but it wasn't a bad choice. And in those days my husband had just graduated
from the Stanford Business School. I knew all of the three women in the
class. They all had a miserable time, and the Stanford Business School had at
least 20% women at that point. So it was many more women and I thought I
would like that better, and I was probably right.

AB	 Are you and your sister still competitive?

MC	 Not, no, no, I think that that's, in your 20s you're sort of figuring out your life
and you're buildmg who yottliirik you are and you're bifilding your family
and a lot of things about your life. So we were just kind of, and competitive is
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probably not the right word. We both wanted the other to succeed very
viscerally, but there was a question of who was going to be first and who was
going to be second and it was a little bit like that.

AB	 That's not a bad thing though. Do you think it would be good if more women
were competitive and do you think that women perhaps are reticent about
competitive that might sometimes hold them back?

MC	 I think so. There's a lot of research on that. WOMEN DON'T ASK is a great
new book that's been out. And I think it's absolutely true. One of the things
that I thought was really amazing is when I became the chair of the firm how
young men showed up in my office to be helped and mentored. And I had to
go hunt up the women. So there's something about the conditioning that
makes it easier for men to use their networking skills.

AB	 Okay. We're going to get into that in a lot of detail later on so let's keep
plugging along here. So now the momentous decision to go to Stanford Law
School so that you could get a J.D. and you sister has an M.D. So then tell me
about your experience at Stanford Law School.

MC	 Stanford Law School class is a pretty small class. There's about 150 in a
class. So I really got to know my classmates very well.

AB	 How many women?

MC	 There were about 20%. So that was about 25, 30 women. But I got to know
men and women very well. And to this day, they're a very good network for
me. And I really enjoyed them as people. They were really bright. Many of
them have deep, deep passions for various social issues, and I admire them a
lot. The professors were generally excellent. There was only one woman
professor, but it was Barbara Babcock who is just one of Earth's wise women.
I love Barbara. So that part was actually pretty good. There were probably a
lot of law schools at that time that had no women. I found law school very
easy. I didn't find the subject matter terribly, intrinsically interesting, but I
studied it as the tools that I was going to need to work in the business world
and to help people. So I had some enthusiasm for it. Probably one of the
funny things that happened to me was I've always been a great grubber of the
worse stripe. I always wanted to be number one in the class if I could do it.
Who knows why your character's the way it is, but I was that way. But I got
to a point where I realized that I'd always gotten mostly As but a B or two
here and there. I realized that if was going to make the top of the class I'd
have to get all As my senior years. And I just didn't think that was likely 
because fhn't d-one	 to that point. So I decided to take the pass/fail
option which was available. The deal was if you took pass/fail you'd actually
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get grades hiding under the pass/fail. But they wouldn't count in your GPA.
But you could find out what you would have gotten. So I had a great third
year. I didn't work anywhere near as hard, just kind of enjoyed my classes,
had a great fun time. And passed everything. Looked under those passes and
they were all As. I would have made it. And my mother said, you know,
that's good for you. She was very supportive of my decision not to be such a
grade grubber. It was kind of a lesson, really.

AB	 Yeah, that takes a lot of guts to do what you did.

MC	 Well, in some ways. The truth was the vision for myself was, if I really
wanted to be a grade grubber, my vision for myself wasn't high enough. On
the other hand, the fact that I didn't make the acknowledged list of number
one in the class and the fact that I took that pass/fail is absolutely, made no
difference in my life whatsoever. So it was a great lesson. I just, it made me
realize that if I relaxed a little bit I'd probably do even better, that if you want
to be sure you achieve something you'd better have a pretty clear vision. And
that, at the end of the day, a lot of things happen to you in life and it doesn't
really matter. So there's a lot of good lessons in that one.

AB	 So you graduate from law school and then what happens?

MC	 Well, I started looking for a job or I was interviewing for a job and I was very
interested in economics antitrust at that time and I asked a couple of lawyer
friends of the family which firms in San Francisco would be the best at that
and they all said Pillsbury. So I had my target eye on Pillsbury. And I was
lucky enough to get an interview, and one thing led to another. So I was hired
in that summer class, that class along with one other woman. And at that
point there were two women partners, and there were a few women associates,
one in litigation, the rest in other areas. So I was like the second associate
hired in litigation. And I remember so clearly walking into Pillsbury on my
first day and seeing all men. That's pretty intimidating. But in the
interviewing process I did meet Margaret Gill who was one of the two women
partners. I thought she was outstanding. She was the only person I
interviewed in that whole period of time looking for a job that had kids and
working in a law firm. And I was just so thrilled to have the opportunity to
ask her how she did it. And it never occurred to me that she, that might have
been a little bit of a risky strategy. In fact, it probably was risky with some
people at that time just because law firms hadn't really come to grips with the
fact that women had kids. And she was wonderful. She told me, and when I
came to Pillsbury, she was a major, major mentor to me. And she would pull
me aside,_yo_u_kno_w,_basically she wasjust a-few-)feam-ahead-of-me-and-she	
just opened up everything and told me how to do it and where to do it. And to
this day, she's one of my best friends.
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AB	 That's great. Prior to the time of starting at Pillsbury, had you ever felt like
you were a victim of sexual harassment or sexist gender discrimination?

MC	 Well, I do think that the first job where I got fired was clearly complete and
utter unconsciousness on all sides around that issue. And so, yeah, absolutely.
And as I said, I was bitter about it for many years, but now I think it was just
one of the important life milestones in my life. When I was interviewing for
job offers and would be taken down and brought to an office and wined and
dined, I did have some amazing things happen to me: partners drinking too
much and hitting on me. I mean the kind of stuff that would get you fired
today in a nanosecond.

AB	 Really?

MC	 Oh, yeah. All the women had that kind of experience. We used to swap
stories on techniques to avoid the issue. At that point, you didn't really think
you could fix it. It was something, part of how you survived. And that's one
of the really interesting differences between then and now. I think it still
happens every now and then, but the amount of remedies that you and the way
you can bring a hammer down on somebody that tries that....

AB	 Are there any particular experiences that stands out in your memory that were
upsetting or uncomfortable?

MC	 They were all kind of upsetting, but the one that I remember closely, there was
a senior partner, probably the name partner of this firm — I'm not going to
mention the firm — and I had a full day of interviews and then they brought us
into this conference room for sort of a cocktail party. And this guy walked up
to me and he was drunk at this point, and he was just all over me. And I was
married and he was like 55. And he kept trying to push me into the corner.
First I was trying to kind of just pretend I wasn't noticing and trying to get
away and finally I just said, "You're making me extremely uncomfortable. I
do not want to go here. I'm a married woman. I'm completely faithful to my
husband, and I really think you need to back off."

AB	 Oh, my god. You're having to tell him this at a cocktail party?

MC	 Yeah, exactly, exactly. It made me sick. I just felt really violated.

AB	 Did you get a job offer?

MC	 Oh, yeah. I wouldn't have gone there for anything, of course.

AB	 Right.
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MC	 It was terrible. But my friends had similar stories. That sort of overt stuff
went on then. I think there's some isolated incidents of it here. Anybody tries
that now, they basically get fired from their law firm.

AB	 Okay. What year was it that you started at Pillsbury?

MC	 I started in 1975.

AB	 Okay. So you've been there now over 30 years?

AB	 Wow, that's amazing.

MC	 Yeah, I know.

AB	 I'm just celebrating my 25th.

MC	 You look pretty good, you know?

AB	 We do, don't we? We do. Pretty good. Just going back to law school a
minute, I just want to cover a few questions on gender. Did you ever witness
any disparate treatment or sex discrimination by any professors?

MC	 I think so, although in those days my attitude was I'm lucky to be here. And
remember the whole world was so male-dominated that you didn't even notice
it exactly. But certainly the men talked more. They were probably called on
more. They had natural access to the professors in ways that we didn't. And I
remember now in hindsight that there was a whole program of getting people
clerkships. And that was a very available resource to the men, kind of
invisible to the women. Frankly, it was harder to get a clerkship as a female in
those days. I think it was there in spades, but our whole attitude was we're in
law school and this was closed to us a few years ago. So it was a little
different time.

AB	 Now where is all this in connection with having children?

MC	 Well, I went to law school pretty young. I was almost 24 when I went to law
school and 27 when I got out. A lot of my friends hadn't gotten married then.
There was a real shift in when you got married in those years, too. I was sort
of at the end of when you got married at 22, and after that many of my friends
didn't get married until they were in their 30s, like my twin sister. So none of
my friends had kids. But I went to Pillsbury at 27 and I was realizing I wasn't
going to make partner until 34. I really didn't want to wait that long to have
kids. So it's sort of in the middle of my associateship, I decided to have kids. 
And-Margaret HaA kids but she waited until she was a partner. So she was
perfectly willing to help me, but she did think I was sort of taking a risk to do
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it as an associate. But I just felt I could handle it and I really just didn't want
to wait that long. So I went ahead and I had my first kid. Now Pillsbury did
not have a maternity policy. No firm in San Francisco had a maternity policy,
but I had a couple of friends put together a draft. And Pillsbury bought it and
that was one of the first programs in the U.S. My daughter today is 28.

AB	 Wait a minute. You had a couple of friends put together a maternity leave
policy back, so we're talking now —

MC	 '78.

AB	 '78. Okay. Wow.

MC	 And Pillsbury bought it.

AB	 And what did it say?

MC	 I think it was six weeks of paid leave. That's kind of it. But that was more
than anybody else had. The thing that I always appreciated about the firm is
that they didn't blink. I mean they just did it.

AB	 You should have asked for 12.

MC	 I know, definitely. We have a much more grand policy now, but that was the
beginning.

AB	 Absolutely.

MC	 Actually the interesting thing about my pregnancy leave. I didn't take six
weeks either time, but not because of the firm. It was because the courts at
that point were just really not dealing with this very well. And in the big law
firms, if you get on a trial track, you really want to try that case because you
don't always get them to trial. And each time, and I don't know why, I had a
trial coming up and I couldn't get the judge to put off the trial date. So I had
to come back.

AB	 You couldn't get the judge to put off the trial date because you were pregnant?

MC	 Because I was going to have, the trial dates were shortly after I was going to
give birth. So I couldn't get the six weeks and get ready for trial.

AB	 And so there was no possibility back then of getting a trial date continued
because you might want to stay at home and bond with your baby?
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MC	 That's right. The courts would not go for that. They just didn't see the need.
So that was my problem. I think that's changed quite a bit. Having women
judges, of course, makes that much easier.

AB	 Yeah. Now, the law that you were practicing as an associate, you were
actually an IP litigator?

MC	 No, I was an antitrust litigator. I did mostly big antitrust cases, but looking at
myself I really see throughout my whole life a need for autonomy. I always
go for the job where I can lead and be in charge. So I, early on, and I've taken
a lot of economics undergraduate at Stanford and in law school. My mom was
an economist by training and it's something that I really like. So I had a little
extra expertise. So I would always work to get onto the part of the case where
you're developing the economics. And I'd worked with the consultants. And
it was a kind of an independent thing you carve out. And I really avoided
most of the document work and a lot of the schlock work because of that.
Then, as a fourth-year associate, I saw this, it was a 20-year, multi-class action
antitrust case, and there was a counterclaim that was pretty big and I sort of
grabbed that as a fourth-year associate. Just did it on my own. So I was
actually able to try a case within this huge multi-law firm, multi-party price-
fixing case. So I got a lot of good experience early on and a lot of it was
because of this need I had to be in charge.

AB	 Tell me about the partners you were working with during that time.

MC	 I was very lucky. I had one incredible partner, Dick Aujers, who was really a
mensch. He was a great mentor to women and men. He was one of those
guys that really just appreciated talent in whatever package and has very little
patience for any kind of rigid thinking about who should do what. He was so
helpful to me. He also gave me a lot of insights on how the firm worked. He
would protect me within the firm. So I really enjoyed working with him. I
also worked for some other partners that I thought were less gifted as a
mentor. I never worked for a partner that I thought was a sexist or that was,
even worse, would put any kind of move on me. Never. But I did work for
some partners that I thought were lousy leaders, basically, of a team. And so
again this just sort of kind of fueled my desire to be on my own. It also is part
of one of the reasons why as a leader in the firm I've been very adamant about
training on how to manage people. I mean, it's something that you're never
taught in law school. You're never taught on the job in major law firms, at
least at that time, and something that we just need to do more.

AB	 How did you start getting involved in any kind of leadership activities in the
firm? I mean, here you are an associate. You've had kids. Tell me about
your earliest, any type of leadership roles you had in the firm.
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MC	 I've always, again, it's the way my mind's set up. I've always really liked
multitasking. I feel more alive when I'm doing a lot of different things. I sort
of realized that I wanted to develop my career, I wanted to develop my
professional activities, and I wanted to do some community work. So I
always had the notion that I had several buckets in my life to fill. And, of
course, I had the family and the kids. I've just lost track of the question.
What was the question?

AB	 Okay. Leadership roles at the firm.

MC	 I always had these things that I wanted to do. And one of the buckets was
doing my part to administer the firm. And the rules for associates in those
days were mostly in the recruiting of other associates, the mentoring of other
associates. So I got involved in that early on. And I'm a good salesperson
and I have the energy to mentor people. I did well at that. And that just
brought me to the attention of the partners. As I got more senior, they realized
that I would take administrative responsibility and I would do it and I would
do it well. I always had an ever-increasing load of that in the firm. But it
made me happier because I had my career stuff, I had my professional stuff, I
had firm administration, I had my community, and I had my kids.

AB	 Where'd you get the drive? Where's it come from?

MC	 My mother and my father, actually my father was very creative. And my
mother absolutely loved being in leadership roles of any type. So it's a
combination. I've always had this bubbling up level of energy. The busier I
get, the more I do.

AB	 Do you ever get depressed?

MC	 Yeah. I definitely have had, I tend to get, I don't have the burden of that kind
of overwhelming depression that some people have. But I can get depressed
in certain circumstances. It does take my energy down, but it always comes
back basically. My normal state is pretty much high energy, happy person.
That's a gift I think.

AB	 The only reason I was asking that question is that sometimes high energy
people have peaks and valleys. I'm talking from experience here.

MC	 No question. We probably ought to talk about that because it's, I've come to
realize that it's like my drug of choice. And what am I drugging myself
against? Well, some deeper feelings that I don't always want to look at. We

 	 can talk about that later.

AB	 Okay. Let's talk about it then.
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MC	 Oh, is the thing on?

AB	 It's on, yes. [Laughter]

MC	 I think that — let me put it more affirmatively. I think that all driven, high
energy people have something they're compensating for. And it's your life
journey if you really want to grow as a person. You just explore and discover
what makes you tick and why that's happening And I have definitely made a
deep study of that over time because if you're really driven it can have impact
on your family, the people you work for. And to really moderate your
behavior enough so that you're pleasant to be around takes some self-
awareness. I've been working on myself and I've come to realize that I will
use busyness to look at things and kind of, I laugh when I call it my drug of
choice because when I'm really busy I don't have time to think about some
deeper issues. And over my lifetime, I've tried to build some balance in my
life so that I can't always do that to avoid things.

AB	 Has one issue been — I mean, it's hard not to inject myself into this — defining
oneself both based on external things rather than internal things?

MC	 Absolutely. There's a system called an Enneagram which is a very interesting
personality typing system. And I am an Enneagram 3 for anyone who knows
about that and that is a person who has basically set up their self identity to be
reinforced by external feedback.

AB	 I'm sure that's what I am.

MC	 Yeah, exactly. I think you are. Many American, many people drawn to the
American culture are 3. And the issue for a 3 is to really rediscover the
authentic inner passions, drives and feelings, and not rely just on external
feedback. It's painful at times and it's hard to withdraw from — especially
when you're getting positive feedback — it's very hard to stay awake enough
to see it. And when you're getting negative feedback, it's hard enough to hold
your center to feel good about things. But it's worth the journey because you
actually can eventually sort of free yourself from that. That's what I've been
working on, and some days I do it better than others.

AB	 And would you say it's been working for you?

MC	 I think that — I'm like everyone, a work in progress. But I am much less
anxious than I was when I was younger. I have a lot more self-awareness. I
read people better. Very few people think I'm a jerk. But when I was
younger, working in-a law firm under a lot of pressure,-there were a lot-of
people who thought I was a jerk because when the deadline needed to get done
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I would just get extremely demanding. And I'd put that external achievement
of getting the deadline met way above anybody's feelings. And I would
expect people to go along with me on that prioritization. And I've learned that
that's counterproductive and not very helpful behavior. So I've had to learn
these things. It's made me a better mother for sure because I used to have a
lot of anger around the kids, but I worked through that when they were young.
And I really didn't do it in later years. They actually tell me now that, now, I
had a temper when they were young. I can kind of remember some things,
yeah. But they don't see it in me anymore. So it's kind of weird. It's like
they have a different mother than they did when they were younger.

AB	 Tell me about your kids.

MC	 My kids are great. They're very similar to Harold and me in the sense that
they're high energy, high achieving. My daughter Suzie was the one that was
the source of the maternity policy. She ought to get some sort of plaque, like
in San Francisco for that. She went to Stanford undergrad, then worked for
McKenzie for a couple of years, then went to Stanford Business School, and
now she's back at McKenzie. She's doing very well. She's good consultant,
natural talent for that kind of a job. She's very interested in the community
and multi-tasks, like her mother. She's a great kid. And my son John went to
Princeton undergrad. He was rowing on the United States national team, and
they train in Princeton. So when he went to Princeton, he could row on the
Princeton crew and the national team and go to college. It was not
everybody's ideal combination of overwork, but he liked it. And then he
stayed at Princeton rowing on the team after he graduated. Then he went to
the Stanford Business School and he's in his first year there. Worked for an
investment bank this summer which was kind of a piece of cake compared to
his life as an undergrad.

AB	 How did you deal with two jobs, being a mom and working at Pillsbury.

MC	 Well, you know, a couple of things. I never had any doubts that the kids came
first. When you work this hard as I have with as much pressure as I have, you
realize that it's all about prioritization, what comes first. Kids come first.
Now these kids turned out to be very squared away without a lot of issues. So
I was able to give them my first priority without having it really impinge on
the time that I had to do other things as well. I also had very good domestic
set up. I had a live-in housekeeper that we had the whole time the kids were
growing up. My twin sister had a live-in housekeeper. We lived very close to
each other. And my mother was also willing to be a backup. So I had a lot of
backup allthe_time And_the kids had_a sense of an_expanded community of 	
frontline caregivers. And that worked out very well.
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TAPE 2 BEGINS HERE

MC	 My husband also was a very involved father and he — it's not something I had
to hound him to do. He really loves being with the kids and he did more than
his fair share of school trips and all that kind of stuff.

AB	 How has being a mother translated into being chair of Pillsbury and
	? [loud humming on tape, then silence for
20 or 30 seconds]

MC	 Absolutely. I didn't need it because I'm so high energy, but most people have
the benefit of not being quite as nuts as I am, so, you know, the choice was
absolutely critical. I also think that — this is more of a personal observation — I
think being a mother really gave me a lot of motivation to figure out my
bullshit, and that is really one of the reasons why I have explored my behavior
and my motivation as much as I have and that has made me a better lawyer, a
better leader. You know, all self knowledge translates in all aspects of your
life. But it was the kids who really motivated me.

AB	 So, you were an associate for how long before you became a partner?

MC	 Seven years. That was the track.

AB	 And was it equity partner? Were there two-tier partnerships back then?

MC	 No. You just made partner.

AB	 And you were... How many women were ahead of you there?

MC	 Well, there were the two women who were there when I got there and I was'
the next one. I was the first one in litigation. And I had some kind of bizarre
experiences, including a conversation with the then head of litigation who told
me that — this was like, I'd been there three or four years — he told me that this
is just not a game for women. And I really ought to think about doing
something else. Even though I was getting the top reviews and... It was a
pretty strange mixed message. I just went to my mentors and said, You know
what this turkey told me? And they took care of him.

AB	 Wow.

MC	 Those were the days.

AB	 But it was gutsy of you to go and tell somebody about it.
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MC	 Yeah. You know, every person has a, every personality has different strengths
and weaknesses. I, for whatever reason, don't have the inhibitions that seem
to plague a lot of women. I'll speak up. I always have been able to do that. It
doesn't feel scary to me. It's just something I can do naturally.

AB	 Is that an attribute that you think is very important for other women to use
more in getting ahead?

MC	 I think so. It's kind of a male characteristic. I had a very dominant father who
had a communication style like that. I think that's where I learned it. And it's
more, in our culture it's more male than female. I think it's something women
have to continue to practice. I know that women — I do this, too — but I think
women — a lot of research shows that women spend a lot of time working an
issue in their head before they'll speak. And they often have to feel that they
really have a full grasp before they'll speak up. And I seem to be able to
speak before I have the complete answer in my head. And I think women just
have to learn to kind of put the verbal communication out there, even to hold
their place at the table.

AB	 How did you get such an effective speaking style? To me, speaking style is
almost more important than the content of the speech.

MC	 Yeah, often. Often.

AB	 Is this something that you acquired, or it's just built in you, or, because there's
a certain authority in the way you speak.

MC	 No, it's something I learned. Yeah. No, that's learned. Well, a couple of
things. The authority, and the way that comes across, I think is really from my
father. That's how he spoke. We thought he was a complete loon half the
time, but he also did it authoritatively. So that's probably where I learned it.
But... And, as I said, I've always had this ability to butt in in ways that some
women can't. But as a younger person, particularly with my first experience, I
was very nervous around a lot of men. So I would have a kind of tongue-tied
problem. It wasn't so much that I was afraid to speak, but when I started to
speak it wouldn't come out as smoothly as it normally would. So it took me a
lot of years to kind of overcome that. And I did overcome it by over-
preparation. And what I would do was, I would kind of anticipate meetings or
court appearances — and I had the same problem in court, because those were
all men judges, and the opposing counsel were always men — so I would
practice. I would think through anything that could come up and I would
practice what I was going  to say. And I particularly practiced kind of 
transitions, so that I wouldn't get really tongue-tied. And what that repetition
did was, no matter how nervous I was, I would kind of have the right thing to
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say bubble up. If I didn't do the preparation, I just couldn't get it right on the
spur of the moment. But if I'd prepared it before, somehow or other it would
kind of flow out of me. And then, over time, my fear started to decline and all
this practice made me actually a pretty effective as a speaker. Because I had a
lot of ways of saying things, and they would just come up.

AB	 Did you do it yourself, or did you get some professional coaching?

MC	 No, I did that myself. I'm sure there were coaches; I didn't know where they
were. You know, a lot of these things I've had to — because we're the first
generation, we've had to develop it ourselves.

AB	 Where did the intimidation thing with men, or the fear, intimidation, where
did that come from do you think?

MC	 Well, I think it sort of relates to my grade grubbing. I always want to succeed
and I want to be the best. And, so, when I got into the — and then, of course,
my first job I got fired. So I didn't particularly trust men because of that. And
I saw them as the givers of the A's. So I wanted very much to impress them
and to be successful, but I didn't trust them. So it was kind of a catch can, and
that made me nervous. If it had been a bunch of women I would have,
because of the nuns and my mother, I would have just felt loved and nurtured
and I would have had no nerves.

AB	 Okay. Because, I must say that your, the way that you speak is extraordinarily
effective, and it's interesting to me to hear how you've practiced and practiced
and this is not something was just necessarily — I mean, you had to work on it.

MC	 I did, definitely. I definitely did. And you know I've learned some tricks.
Like, I rarely say, 'I think that.' I say, 'It is.' Women have a lot of, frequently,
a lot of self-deprecating. 'Maybe not I'm getting the whole picture, but...' I
don't do that. Once in awhile I'll do it, but I'm doing it very consciously. I
actually use it when I'm in a dominant position and I want to bring everybody
else out. But when I'm trying to hold my position with a bunch of men, I will
use a much more direct, short, sweet, authoritative style.

AB	 Okay. So here you are, a young partner, first woman partner in the litigation
department. Then what happens in terms of your ascendancy, in preparation
for this role that you how play?

Well, you know, it's interesting that you talked about depression. Because I
made partner. I mean, that had been my goal for a long time. And I was
completely-thrilled-and-happy for about three -weAcs. And I laugh at my
naïveté, now, but I kind of woke up and I realized, 'You know, I'm not that

MC
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happy. Now what do I do?' I mean, this has really driven me for many years,
and it's gone. So now what do I do. And I was kind of depressed, and that
sort of sent me on a little journey to study how people have made, how
they've developed their lives. And I really began to get onto the subject of
vision. And I read a lot about it. I read biographies of great visionaries.
Eleanor Roosevelt, Thomas Jefferson, you name it. And I read books about
using your mind and setting goals to drive your life, in sports, in business, and
in spiritual literature. And so I decided I was going to practice this. And at
this point in my life I was a partner. I was in demand within the firm as a
second chair litigator, because I could really get things organized and use my
high energy to make it all happen. I had no external reputation really because
I'd worked on the institutional clients of the firm. And I had a rain-making
book of about $5,000 a year. And I looked around myself, and I said, 'Well,
you know, the successful people here are the big in-demand trial lawyers and
they have big books of business. So that's what I want. That's going to be
my goal.' And I realized when you set your goal, you've really got to get one
that really matters to you. I was a little guilty that I didn't want to save the
world. I wanted to be a big deal trial lawyer. But that's what I wanted. So I
literally sat down and I wrote those goals down on a piece of paper. 'In
demand from Fortune 100 CEO's to try their lead cases. $10 million book of
business.' I mean, you know, why go for half measures? I wrote it on a piece
of paper and I put it in my desk drawer, and I pull that out, I make myself pull
it out once a week and look at it. And I had absolutely no clue about how I
was going to get from A to B. But I could tell that a little baby step would
move me in the direction of the goal, or not. So I would every day make
myself take a couple of baby steps. I mean, it might be taking somebody my
age at Chevron to lunch. Or whatever it was. And, I also — because I had
these goals, I was, as I was thinking about what I would do in the firm, as my
various options came up, I could tell whether Option A or Option B was a
little closer to my goal. And I would always go for the one that would move
me towards the goal. And I never did have any big magic realizations that
there was something easy that I could do differently that would help me. I just
really took these baby steps every year.

AB	 So you weren't thinking , back then, 'Gee, I want to be chairman of the
board.'

MC	 No. I was thinking I wanted to be a very successful lawyer. And the hardest
part of it all was, when you set a goal like that, what comes up usually are the
fears. There is a reason that you haven't already achieved it. And it's always
some kind of internal fear that you're not that conscious of. Usually you're

-not -conscious-of-it-because you actually accepfit as truce and light.I
fears that women would not have an opportunity to do this. I had never seen a
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woman stand up and successfully lead one of these cases in court. I had fears
that I'd get out there and be crucified by all these men. I had a lot of fears.
And I wasn't conscious of them until I started to push up against it by saying
I'm going to go for a goal that would be inconsistent with those fears. So they
came up and I just had to — I learned to not try to push them away, but let them
come in, sort of give them a name, pat them on the head, and go for it anyway.
And I consider it a true path of a warrior to set a goal like this, because you're
going to look at every little ugly piece of your psyche that says you can't do
this. And it took me about seven years, but I managed to achieve them. And
that's when I began to realize that your life really is in your own hands.

AB	 How'd you do it?

MC	 You know, I took these baby steps. And there were kind of synchronistic
things that happened. A guy I worked with on a case years ago ended up
being the G.C. of a big company and I brought in this huge new case into the
firm, huge new client, worked for that guy and really cemented that client for
the firm. It was big. Through my mentoring relations in the firm and my
decisions to take on opportunities to try any case in a big company — I would
do that as opposed to some other opportunity I had within the firm — I was
able to try more cases at an early age, and in for some of our big institutional
clients. So when the time came for a transition to a relationship partner, I was
in line and I would get some or all of that opportunity. So that's, that's how
staying focused just kind of moved me into opportunities. And what I think
now is, when you set a goal like that and you're really determined, a lot of the
ways you think things work aren't actually how it all works out. But if you set
the goal, things will line up and support you. And if you don't set the goal,
the whole chain just never gets started.

AB	 So, by the time — you're now, what? 40?

MC	 Yeah.

AB	 By the time you were 40 you had a $10 million book of business.

MC	 Let me think about the timing. I became a partner at 34, and I set the goal in
the next year or two. I was probably more like 43, 44.

AG	 Okay. Early 40's. And back then, what — we're talking about a decade, ten
years ago, roughly?

MC	 Right. It's actually maybe more like 12 or 13.

AB	 Okay. Well, ten's good enough. Very, very few women, back then, had $10
million books of business.
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MC	 I think that's right.

AB	 So, I think you're being rather modest by just saying, 'Oh, yeah. Just set the
goals and then things happen.'

MC	 You know, I actually think most people aren't quite as disciplined around
setting goals and sticking with it. Because I think a lot of people get derailed
at the fear stage. You really do believe it's impossible, so you just don't go
there.

AB	 Is it just that, or is it also you believe that you can't do it. I mean, for
example, you've mentioned that one of the ways that you did it was to try, get
in and try, major class action cases.

MC	 Right.

AB	 Right?

MC	 Right.

AB	 Again, very few women were doing that. Still today, very few women do that.
You know that takes a lot of courage.

MC	 Yeah. I think the characteristics that I have that have made this easier are my
high energy, my absolute devotion to getting an 'A," getting a goal like that.
Not everybody would be — you know, when I talk about setting goals that are
meaningful to you, not everybody would really be turned on by that goal. And
if you're not really turned on to it, if it's just a 'should' of some sort, this stuff
doesn't work. It has to be really authentic.

AB	 What are the most important things in getting clients and keeping clients in
your view?

MC	 I think it is truly understanding all of the issues that are facing the client. The
lawsuit itself is always a big part of it, but it's often the tip of the iceberg. So
understanding the complete issue that the client faces, and then thinking quite
proactively about their business, so you're not just solving their one need but
you're thinking about other problems that they have and bringing resources to
bear so that you're seen as a strategic partner. That's really key. The other
thing is to translate the litigation risk into ways that the company can really
absorb it and make decisions. One of the things, for example, that I've always
done are litigation risk analyses, backed up by jury research in a major case.
Because oftentimes the general counsel's_problemis getting the executive and
the board to understand the risk and to go ahead and authorize a reasonable
settlement. Because often they want to just fight to the end. As a litigator,
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though, you don't want to look like you're the source of the settlement
because you're scared to try the case. So I would often use litigation risk
analysis where I would show that even if you have a .001% chance of liability,
if you look at the damages that would accrue if that .001% chance occurred,
the net present value across all of the possible outcomes is still big bucks.
And so that makes them realize that they really are in the hands of a hold-up
system and that's just a lot of leverage against them and so they've got to take
it seriously. And then I would have, I would tape the presentations to a mock
jury. I would get one of our partners, who was a really good plaintiff's side
guy, to do an excellent plaintiff's presentation and then I would get up there
and do the defense side and the board would listen to these two, or the
executives, and they would say, "Plaintiff's full of shit. How could the
defense lose? The defense has been brilliant." So you look like a great trial
lawyer and they are completely convinced by your argument, and then you
show them the mock jury deliberating, and all the stupid things that the mock
juries bring up and how they, the anti-corporate bias comes out in spades, and
that would really persuade the board that, 'Oh, my God. We're not talking
justice here, we're talking hold up, and we've got to protect the company.' So
that's the kind of thing that I would do to enhance client relations.

AB	 Do you see other women at Pillsbury developing the books of business that
you've developed?

MC	 We have several. Not all of them, but of course not all the men do it either.

AB	 Sure, sure.

MC	 I honestly think that law in general has attracted — I know this is statistically
correct — a smaller percentage of the natural salespeople. Good sales ability is
about 30% of the population. It's about 10% in law firms, historic law firms.
So I think it's, there's just kind of a bias against it. But it's a trainable skill,
and one of the reasons why we innovated client teams is to allow people to
learn sales skills in a group where they can kind of toot each others' horns and
not their own, and to have a very systematic process for figuring out where the
client's going and bringing extra value. Because people aren't going to do it
naturally. If you have a system that sort of has an automatic requirement that
you do that periodically it helps the client relations.

AB	 What's your definition of leadership?

MC	 That's such a broad question.

AB 	  Yeah.
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MC	 I think, in general, I would say the leadership job is very different from the
execution/administration job. And it's — probably the thing that you uniquely
do as a leader is keep your eye on the big picture, the external market, how it
relates, the changes in the external market, and what the organization needs to
do to marshal and use change in positive ways, as opposed to get into a
situation where you're resisting change and really getting pounded by the
overwhelming wave of market change. That's probably the most important
job. And then it's translating that understanding and vision about what's
going on in the market into a program that you can get people behind, and that
they buy it, own it and do it. That's probably it.

AB	 Well, that's going to be a whole other subject for our next session.

MC	 Okay. Good.
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INTERVIEW OF MARY CRANSTON
PART II — DECEMBER 4, 2006
BY ANGELA BRADSTREET

AB	 Okay. So, back on the record. Here we are again, with the wonderful Mary
Cranston. I'm Angela Bradstreet and it is December 4. My gosh, doesn't
time fly? And we are going to complete the interview with Mary. And we
left off, I believe, Mary, when you were talking about leadership and the
concept of leadership. And that kind of brings us into the whole
Chairpersonship of Pillsbury. Can you tell me generally how you became
Chair?

MC	 Well, you know, it was eight years ago and we had a Chair who'd been in for
about three years and he was a very well-respected partner in the firm, but
there was a certain contingent that felt it was time for change. I was not part
of the agitating group, but a number of partners in the firm came to me and
asked me if I would be interested in taking the job if it became open and I said
I'd think about it for awhile. And I did think about it for awhile. Because
when you become the Chair of a firm that large you put a lot of stress on your
practice if you continue to practice at all. And I wasn't sure that... I'd never
done anything that large before. I've headed litigation, but of course running
a practice section is very different than the bottom line responsibility for a
whole firm. But as people talked to me about it and as it became clear that
there were about three or four candidates I said okay, I'll keep my hat in the
ring. And for one reason or another the other candidates weren't acceptable to
some faction or other. And, I'm not sure I was the absolute first choice of a
whole lot of people going into the process, but I was acceptable to almost
everyone. So that's how I ended up with the nod.

AB	 Was there an actual vote, then?

MC	 There was. We have a nomination process and then a vote. So we've never
turned down a nominated slate. So the real action's in the nomination. And
so I was nominated and there was a vote. And ironically, going into it, if there
was a rap on me it was that I was too nice for the job. I think, as I leave after
eight years, I don't think this is said very often about me.

AB	 Were you the only woman on the slate?

MC	 Well, no. Because they actually, sort of focused on who should be the
managing partner before they even got to the Chair, and the person long-
recognized in the firm as the most superb administrator is Marina Park. So
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she was sort of in the chair when, you know, already nominated essentially
when I came along. And I think it helped me a lot that Marina felt that I
would be an excellent Chair. So that left us with two women. And I was the
first woman ever elected to be a Chair of a major firm and there's, to this day,
never been a two-female ticket.

AB	 Yeah, that's really quite something. So you became firm wide Chair eight
years ago?

MC	 Right.

AB	 And, did you have any reticence from any of the male partners who implied
that maybe you couldn't handle the finances, or any kind of stereotypical
assumptions you had to overcome?

MC	 You know, none of it was expressed to me. So, if it was there it wasn't
particularly overt and it certainly didn't carry the day. You have to remember
that Pillsbury has always been on the forefront with women and when I came
to the firm one of the reasons I signed up with Pillsbury is we had two women
partners. And in 1975 I don't think there was another firm in the United
States that had two — of the big firm variety — that had that percentage of
women partners. And those women, Margaret Gill and Tony Ramie have
been lifelong mentors to me. So there was a history of strong, successful
women in the firm. And I think it was just a little bit less of an issue there
than it might have been at some other firms.

AB	 How have Margaret and Tony mentored you?

MC	 Every way you can imagine. They're very different in style. Margaret is what
I would call a warrior woman. She really is very determined, brilliant, and
kind of succeeds by doing every thing a man can do and then some. Tony is
the ultimate negotiator and facilitator. And she gets things done by bringing
people together and seeing where the opportunities for win/win solutions are
possible. So I had two incredibly talented women with very different styles.
And they were of a generation where it was kind of dangerous to your health
in the firm to really talk too much about your family or be too, you know, they
would prefer that, request when they were in practice, they would prefer that
the issue of their gender never come up. On the other hand... So, on the
surface of things they treated me just like everyone else. But there was a
whole underbelly that was not as visible and that was they would take me
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aside, constantly give me advice, were willing to help me in any way they
could, and, you know, I love them very much and I see them both frequently.

AB	 What other mentors, or women-tors, have there been in your career.

MC	 You know, there really have been a bunch. We had some very strong women
in San Francisco. Drew Rainey and, you know, the list goes on. And there
was a very early organized draws of the bar kind of movement in San
Francisco, and I got to be involved in that. So I never felt alone in the same
sense that other women, especially of my generation, at one time or another
felt. But I do remember the very first Margaret Brent lunch I went to. It was
in San Francisco and Anita Hill was speaking. I walked into that room and I
felt this incredible electricity, and I thought, this is what it would be like if,
you know, we had a critical mass of women. And it was a really important
"Aha!" moment for me. And I realized then through other experiences that
every one of my generation really had almost a moral duty to try to be all they
could be within the firm and to get into leadership positions so that we could
start to leverage the power that women have and to feel comfortable because
there is a critical mass within the organization. And there's nothing like being
in a leadership position to influence how quickly that happens.

AB	 What were the things that you noticed the most when you became Chairman
of Pillsbury? I mean, what are the indicia of leadership that you have found
the most difficult?

MC	 Well, one of the things that I guess I didn't expect, just because I had never
been in that kind of a position before, but once you're in power everyone
treats you differently, even if you've known them for 30 years. And it's
subtle, but you don't get the same kind of accurate feedback that you have
expected for 30 years and so I guess when I became the Chair I had been at
the firm for 23 years, so it's 23 years. And it took me awhile to realize that I
was getting filtered feedback. And after that I really began doing things like
anonymous surveys and self-assessments of 360 degree reviews just to make
sure I was hearing accurately what was going on. So that's one... that's not
unique to me, obviously it happens to almost everyone and it's really the
source of CEO-itis because, you know, people laugh at your jokes and, you
know, they kind of watch you all the time. You drop a pencil and somebody
picks it up. So, there's that. I did feel, as a woman leader, that, at the
beginning, that I was dressed up in my mother's clothes and I really had no
business being here. And I was worried that if I failed it would be a very
public failure and, you know, like many women, if you don't have it wired
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you feel like you don't really know what you're doing. So I had all those
fears, but I spent a lot of time in my life looking at fears and not believing
necessarily that they're real. So I just kind of let that run through my head and
I did the best job I could. And I feel that by not repressing the fears, letting
them run, but just not acting like they're real, I was able to preserve my
energy for forward progress and was able to do the job well.

AB	 How did you deal with — did you find there was an isolation factor?

MC	 Yeah, that's absolutely right. And it correlates with the everybody treating
you slightly differently than before. So, there are a couple of things. One is, I
joined several groups of the, that are made up of the Chairs of major law firms
and we would meet a couple of times a year. So I had that kind of a peer
group to bounce ideas, and to keep my ears open to what were emerging best
practices among law firm leaders. And I also have a strong network of non-
lawyer women and male friends, frankly, in the greater Bay Area that I use as
sounding boards for things. And finally, within the firm, I had a group of
trusted people that I've kind of used as a kitchen cabinet. And they committed
to me to be as honest as possible and to give me feedback and to evaluate
things.

AB	 How do you pick your battles? Do you have any tips for women becoming
leaders, any particular, say the five most important things as a woman leader?

MC	 Well, I think as a leader generally that it's extremely critical that you
understand what you're trying to accomplish and that you get buy-off on what
you're trying to accomplish, that you keep your eye on the ball and never let
the details, the irrelevant detail that's running around in any organization all
the time, deflect you from these important goals. And the way I did it was I
would allow myself to respond to the crisis du jour about 50% of the time, but
the rest of the time I really stayed on point for moving, whatever was
necessary to move the ball forward on the key objective. As a top executive,
you're always a roadblock unless you can keep the ball moving. So any time
that you start to micromanage something, you start dropping other balls and
you sort of muck up the specific area that you're 	 ing, so you have to
really be able to delegate well, to trust people, to pick good leaders, to
engender a sense of teamwork of morale in people that are working with you
so that you can, in fact, leverage yourself and get the work done. To become a
leader, I think for women especially, it's very important that you see yourself
as one and begin, probably even before you're in the pipeline to become the
head of something, picture yourself doing it. See what kind of fears you have
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about it. Recognize that the fears shouldn't stop you, but that may, for
example, give you some indications about what particular kinds of
experiences you want to have to enhance, not your resume, but your ability to
deal with the kinds of things that happen to you. And you also have to be very
emotionally tough and mature, because you become the great mother or father
of the organization and every kind of projected emotion, every kind of
irritation, every kind of complaint somebody has is going to come your way.
And if you react to it and just get drawn into some kind of a pissing match
with the personnel of the firm, you're just going to spend a lot of time in an
unhappy situation. And so instead you have to develop the ability to sort of let
it bounce off and to constantly ask yourself, Where is this person coming
from, you know. What are they really asking for? A lot of times it's
attention. Sometimes it's a sense of belonging. Sometimes it's a feeling that
there's opportunity, that you can open up a few doors for them and they'll be
feeling better about themselves. So it calls for some emotionally sophisticated
approach to things.

AB	 What would you say is your greatest achievement leading Pillsbury?

MC	 I think, I would say, overall, it was taking a 150-year, 140-year-old San
Francisco-based law firm and, with the use of vision and a cohesive strategic
plan, step by step transforming it into a national and international firm that it
is today - we have more lawyers on the east coast now than we do on the west
coast — with offices in London, Tokyo, Shanghai and Sydney. So that was a
very conscious forced march, and it required quite a bit of facilitation to get
the partners to see the vision and to go along with it and to vote for the
mergers. And to make the investment. It's been a major investment. And,
after eight years, we do have the platform that we need and the economics that
will follow. Not only did we expand the footprint, but in order to support a
multinational firm with that many offices and that many lawyers in diverse
locations, we had to completely upgrade the systems, we had to change out the
personnel to get people who had run bigger businesses. So it's been a very
comprehensive overhaul and transformation of the firm. So that, I think, is my
biggest accomplishment.

AB	 Well, it's a huge accomplishment, and it takes a lot of guts.

MC	 Yeah, well. You know, the way I looked at it, I looked out at the marketplace
and I saw where our clients were going. They were globalizing. I was
looking at our key competitors that we've been competing with in different
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ways for over a hundred years. And, to me, it was, the status quo was a very
risky strategy. And this was less risk. We did not have a risk-free option. So.

AB	 How did you go about... I know this is incredibly complicated, this whole
thing, but could you maybe give us some idea of how you went about building
consensus?

MC	 Well, I'll give you one really good example, because this is sort of indicative.
You know, your partners actually think they own the firm, you know? And, in
fact, they do. So one way — and I used this in various ways, repeatedly — but
probably the most dramatic example of it was when we were trying to decide
whether our first big merger should be in New York. Some people thought we
should double up in California, some people thought it should be D.C. There
was a very big group of the firm that thought New York was essential. And
there was another group that thought that New York was too expensive and
too difficult and we shouldn't do it. I personally thought New York was
absolutely critical. So I brought in a futurist named Katherine Fulton, a
wonderful woman, consultant, who is experienced in something called
scenario planning, which is a process by which you visualize four possible
futures that are all possible given where you are today. And we had groups of
attorneys and staff actually working on creating, hypothesizing, these future
worlds and creating stories about them so that you could get your mind into it.
And we created the four worlds by looking at two intersecting trends at the
time. One of the trends was the globalization versus localization of law firms.
The other was the expansion into interdisciplinary practices. This is obviously
pre-Enron. It was actually in the year 2000. So those two trends became kind
of the horizontal and vertical axis and that created four segments. So one of
the worlds was called 'Only the Strong Survive' and in that world
globalization was cut off because of all kinds of rising terrorist attacks,
countries were really pulling back, and law was just law. There was a cut-off
because of corporate scandals, which actually was very prescient, and the
other, eerie, thing about that story was that we said in the story that a terrorist
named Osama Bin Laden — this is in 2000 — we identified him by name — blew
up an airplane carrying the Secretary of State and it created terror around the
world and the United States enacted a lot of jingoistic legislation. And so this
stuff is pretty powerful.

AB	 My goodness.

MC	 And then when there actually was September 11, we all kind of freaked out,
thinking we hadn't caused it. So that was one world. Another world was
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where everything gets computerized and law becomes completely
commoditized. We called it LawMart. And everything is bid on over the
internet. It was a pretty grim world. Nobody wanted to go there. And then
we had World Law, which was law continues to completely globalize, but it's
purely law, and then there was Global Services, which was law and other
things everywhere. And what you do with that is you take a strategy. Like
going to New York. And you play it out in each of the four worlds. So we
had the lawyers, the partners, come to the retreat. They'd read the stories and
we gave them the strategies, and they sat around tables and they started talking
about it. And it was so clear by the end of that discussion that under every one
of those four worlds being in New York was safer than not being in New
York. And it turned everybody, right at that meeting, we had a consensus
going forward. And then I was able, with that kind of backing from the
partners I was able to go to New York and interview a lot of firms and I found
a good partner for us in Winthrop Stimson. So that's the kind of technique
you can use. One of the things I think leaders fail to do is present, accurately,
the risk of the status quo. And once you can show people that the status quo is
very problematic, then people tend to open their minds to other things.

AB	 That's a great answer. What was the most, or what has been the most difficult
time, or episode, that you've had to deal with that you can share?

MC	 Well, you know, I think I have been at the helm for a lot of change. And we
brought in significant numbers of new partners through the two mergers. And
over time, I think this is true of most CEOs, over time you've had to say no to
more and more people. And there starts to be some resentment. And I found
that hard because I found the job was complicated and difficult and every
decision I made was hard. And to be somewhat resented for that was difficult.
But, again, and I go back to the notion that you have to have a lot of moral and
emotional maturity in order to do the job. Because otherwise you'll get
pushed around and you'll get too angry at people that are resenting you for
one reason or another. And you just can't afford that. You just always have
to be even-keeled.

AB	 How do you deal with not personalizing the process?

MC	 You know... I mean on some days I was better than on others. But I think
that the truth is you need to realize that people are complex, that they will
project various aspects of their own senses of inadequacy on leaders, and you
just have to kind of realize that it's not personal.
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AB	 So, how do you feel about moving on and where do you think you're going?

MC	 You know, I feel really good. I was thinking about whether I wanted to go for
another three years and I concluded that eight years was enough and that
eleven was probably too much. And the firm is going into a phase where we
really have got the United States footprint very clearly in place. We need to
continue to invest overseas, and ultimately we may do a merger overseas, but
it won't be for a few years because we have a lot to absorb right now. So it's
a time of integration. And all the systems are upgraded, all the governance
structures are very modern at this point. It was a good time to bring in the
team that will carry the firm forward, because they can learn on the job
without having to do some of the more difficult things, like mergers, for a few
years. So I feel like the firm, it was the right time. So I feel comfortable
about that. And I have always wanted to do service, pure service. And when
you're in the business community, you can certainly do a lot but you can't
give it your full attention. And so I'm definitely thinking about a lot of
different things. I may... The firm would like me to stay on as the firm's
senior partner, which is sort of a goodwill ambassador, charity work sort of
position, and I'm certainly willing to do that so long as it doesn't interfere
with my ability to contribute to the community in some ways. Education
interests me. Environment interests me. Foundation work interests me. So
there's a lot of different things. And, as you know, I'm very involved with
Stanford. And there is an extremely interesting capital campaign going on
down there where we are raising money, very consciously, to solve some of
those critical problems in the world and help the environment and
international conflict. And I'm really intrigued by that and I want to be very
involved.

AB	 Ever think about going on the bench?

MC	 No. I don't really think I want to do that. In some ways it's... You know
I've always been mostly interested in law within a context. And I'm not as
interested in pure law as some people. So I always thought of a judicial job
as — certainly if you're on the appellate bench there's some policy issues — but
it's still probably the quintessential legal job. And I don't think that's really
where I want to be.

AB	 What, in terms of people you most admire in your career. Well, why don't we
do it personal and career? Say, the three to five people in your life who you
most admire. Anybody leap out at you?
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MC	 Well, you know, one person that's been really critical for me is my twin sister,
Susan. She was the first vascular surgeon, female vascular surgeon, in the
United States, and she's been a real trailblazer in her own way. But more
importantly she's one of those people that has infinite capability of supporting
and empathizing and nurturing. So she's a powerful career woman with all of
these amazing qualities. I would definitely put Tony and Margaret on that list.
Another guy that I know you know is Dick Odgers, who was at Pillsbury. I
worked for him pretty exclusively for many years and then he became the
general counsel of Pacific Telephone and Telegraph, one of our largest clients.
So I've had the pleasure of knowing him as a partner, then as a client. Now
he's back at the firm. And, just his moral compass, his sense of fairness and
justice. Those have all been very influential to me. So that's kind of within
the firm family. In terms of figures out in the world, there's some truly
amazing people whose lives have very much inspired me. Eleanor
Roosevelt's one of them. I just felt that Eleanor, as a woman of a certain
generation, had more power and influence probably than any other woman,
and used that platform for the good of the country and the world. I am very
fond of Sandra Day O'Connor. I think she's an awesome woman who,
conservative in background but did the right thing for women and was a great
role model. Ruth Bader Ginsburg is politically more aligned with where I see
the world, and she's also been amazing, and I just am grateful that we had two
women of the intellectual stature of those two to go on the bench. Let's see.
Kathy Sullivan, the dean of the Stanford Law School, is also someone I
greatly admire. She's one of the most intellectually brilliant women I've ever
met, but also very down to earth, and a great person to hang out with. When
she was the dean of the Stanford Law School I was the chair of the Board of
the Law School and we had a great time.

AB	 Any particular women in the world, who you have not met, who you would
like to meet?

MC	 Oh, yeah. Let's see.

AB	 Or any particular women, apart from Ruth Bader Ginsburg and Sandra Day
O'Connor, any other women in society who you'd like to meet?

MC	 Well, I admire Hillary Clinton. And I've met her a few times. In fact, she
was the speaker when I received the Margaret Brent award, so I got to sit and
have lunch with her. I think she's great. I don't know if she's going to be
elected, but I think she'd be an incredible President. So I like her a lot. I
think we're... Oh, another woman I'm totally fond of is Dianne Feinstein.
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And what she's done nationally and for San Francisco. She's just such a
sweetheart. And I think Nancy Pelosi is phenomenal. I think we're really
lucky with these — and Barbara Boxer — with these powerful women that come
out of California. That's pretty exciting. I do also know Ann Pague, who is
the CEO of Xerox. She's a woman's woman, but she's also very much a
successful CEO of a major company and I'm always happy to see that. I sit
on the board of Catalyst and Eileen Lang, the president of Catalyst, is another
crackerjack who does so much good in so many ways. That organization is
really powerful.

AB	 Now, how do you feel about relinquishing all this incredible power you have?
is that an issue at all?

MC	 Well, you know, I think one of the things I've really tried to do is to
understand that the power is the job's, so it's not mine. Never was. So in
some ways putting it down is a relief. Certainly you can get things done with
that kind of power, which I enjoyed, but you also have the bottom line
responsibility and there is never a rest from it. And since we elected my
successor mid-year and we've been doing a transition ever since, and as the
responsibility has fallen off of my back I have more time to exercise, more
time to sleep. My to-do list is not three blocks long and it makes a difference.
I feel much more relaxed day to day. So that's...

AB	 That's great.

MC	 I don't miss it in that sense.

AB	 What do you most... Is there anything that sort of stands out - this is spanning
your whole career now — anything that stands out in your mind, even winning
a case or whatever, that stands out as one of the proudest moments, as opposed
to accomplishments, but one of the proudest or most meaningful moments in
your career that stands out in your mind?

MC	 I think getting the Margaret Brent probably meant the most to me because it's
an award, really, from women for women. And I have gone to many of those
events and I've just seen the caliber of women honored in that. And my whole
family showed up to be there for me in Chicago. My brothers, my sisters. My
parents had passed away, but all my siblings were there. And it really — and
some of my friends came from around the country. It was really a very
moving moment for me. And, it's not that I didn't feel worthy of it. It's more
that I just was very grateful to be alive at a time when there are accomplished
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women to work together to really accelerate the opportunities and to leveling
this playing field in our lifetime. That's what the Margaret Brent meant to me.

AB	 In terms of going forward, do you see other women coming along at the firm,
and how have you —your role as a mentor, or a woman-tor. Can you comment
on that?

MC	 Absolutely. I consider mentoring one of the most solemn responsibilities the
older generation has, so I've always tried to do as much as I can. And one of
the problems that we had early on was that the number of women entering the
firms was a lot larger than the number of women who were partners, so it was
a pretty overwhelming burden at first. But now, of course, there's a much
greater critical mass so it's much more doable. I also work with young
women to understand what it means to be a good mentee. It was interesting,
when I first became the Chair, a lot of young men showed up in my office to
be mentored and I had to kind of hunt up the women. So I think... There's a
great book out called "Women Don't Ask," that I really think women should
read. Because it really, the research shows pretty conclusively, that there's a
reticence that women have in terms of reaching out and asking, and we're just
going to have to get over that. So mentoring is important in helping women to
see how to do that, but you can't just — at this stage in the evolution of women
in the profession — I don't think you can wait for women to volunteer to be
mentored. I think it's got to be more aggressive. And, so we're trying to do
that in the firm through various things, including, we have discussion clubs
and books, clubs where we read books about these women's issues and
discuss them. We, Marina and I, were always very careful about the gender
diversity of our committee chairs, our office heads, and the leadership of the
firm. And I think that's what it takes. The senior management has got to
realize that. And it's going to get more and more critical over the next ten
years, if you look at the demographics out there, that law firms that don't get it
with women are going to be short of the number of people they need to get
their work done. And you're not going to be able to fix it overnight if you
haven't promoted women, made sure that they are in visible leadership
positions, and are available, making it part of their responsibility actually to
mentor and to retain, for women and men under them. So, you know, for so
many reasons it's the right thing to do. And, there's no magic to it. We kept
track of the diversity statistics in our sections and would intervene if we saw
something happening. One of the key tools for retaining women is effective
part-time. Part-time that really works for a lot of women to have a meaningful
career. And so I would sometimes see divergences in the effectiveness of
part-time in various sections, and would go in there and almost always it's
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some male leader who unconsciously, usually unconsciously, translates part-
time into lack of commitment. And the solution is to just work it through so
that it becomes more conscious, and they begin to realize that they could
actually be hurting somebody's career inadvertently by allowing that false
correlation to exist in their mind So, there's a lot that can be done if you stay
awake to it, measure it, hold yourself accountable to it.

AB	 Now, in that regard, Mary, I believe that your firm was elected as one of the
top 100 best companies in the U.S. for women this year. Is that right?

MC	 That's right. It's very exciting. And it really was a result of ten years of
working at best practices and implementing everything we could think of
within the firm to make it family friendly, women friendly. There are very
few law firms on that list because there are so many corporate environments
where they have more resources to offer all kinds of programs. But the fact
that we were able to get on there I think is a real testament to the work of
some very dedicated HR and leadership people in the firm.

AB	 Well, let me ask you. Did you get appropriate kudos for getting on that list?

MC	 Yes, I think we did.

AB	 I'm talking about you, personally.

MC	 Oh, yes, absolutely. And I think that... I don't think there's any doubt in the
firm as to who drove that. Marina and I were the impetus. But it shows the
level of commitment that's needed at the top to really make an impact. I hope
that more law firms do that going forward.

AB	 As we start to think about closing this interview, do you have any thoughts
about the future of the legal profession going forward into the next decade and
beyond?

MC	 I really do. I think the globalization of law firms, the change in the
competitive position of firms in various markets, and probably the provocation
of various financial statistics, have created an environment where firms
continue to drive people to increase their revenues and as a consequence I
think we've created a profession, at least for large firms and competitive law
firms, that rewards sheer hours. And part of it is the billable hours. The
business consulting firms don Thave quite thesame pressure because they bill
by the project. And people who are efficient, or who are strategic, can
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actually do their work in a more compressed period of time and they,
themselves, can create balance in their life. That doesn't work so well in a
law firm where you're billing by the hour. Every incremental hour is more
revenue. And, you know, there's been a lot of lip service about the transition
off the billable hour and clients have talked about it. It's still not the dominant
mode. And I think unless we fix that we're going to continue to see a trend
that's been very clear in the last four years. The number of applicants to law
schools are dropping, the best and brightest at the margin are now making a
decision against law school. And I think it's all because they look ahead and
they see the career path. The other thing that's concerning about this issue is
that more than 50% of the people coming out of the law schools today are
women, and if you look at the demographic trends over the next ten years, it's
going to be even more critical that law firms attract a significant number of
women or they're going to be short in manpower. There's definitely going to
be a shortage of intellectually trained people in the United States given the
growth and expect an increase in demand for services. And the billable hours
are going to mean that women generally, and again this is at the margin — it
certainly doesn't apply to people who've always wanted to be lawyers and
they're going to do it no matter what — but at the margin when people are
making choices they're going to be going to other professions unless we get
this fixed. So I think it's a real problem.

AB	 Well, what do you see as the biggest impediments to creating more leaders
within the legal profession?

MC	 You know, it's interesting. I think there is kind of a fundamental problem in
that the very skills that make you a great lawyer — the skepticism, the probing,
the looking for the underbelly — can make you too risk averse to be a great
leader. Because you're always seeing the problem and you don't necessarily
see the benefit clearly. So I think that profession attracts, probably
preferentially, people who are not as entrepreneurial. And leaders need to be
more risk oriented, generally optimistic, finding within themselves a well of
energy to create something new. Not very scared of breaking from the status
quo. So there's a bit of a conundrum there. And I think — but all leadership
skills can be trained. So I think what law firms need to do, and many have
started to — Pillsbury certainly is — to invest in more training of people on
specific leadership skills. Getting them testing, which will allow them to see
their own internal characteristics, how it differs from people who are in
leadership so that they know what characteristics they need to work towards to
	  'become good leaders.
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AB	 Are there any gender-specific issues there as well in terms of the abilities for
us to move forward with more women leaders?

MC	 You know, the Catalyst Research suggests that actually there are very few
differences between men and women in terms of their innate abilities.
Currently there are some stereotypes which in many cases are somewhat true,
but overall it's not a very significant factor. What research — what the
Catalyst research does show is that women are subjected to much greater
stereotyping in the way the environment looks at them. And that's much more
of a problem to the advancement of women than any differences that need to
be overcome.

AB	 Do you... As we close, what tips do you have for the younger women coming
up out of law school and starting, embarking on a career in law?

MC	 I think the thing I would say that's the most important is that one of the
disciplines that you ought to adopt throughout your life is to spend some time
every year just tuning in about what you really like about your job and the
parts that you don't like so much, and then visualizing yourself in a position
where you have a lot more of what you like. And as you do this kind of
mental exercise you need to drop all sense of what you think is currently
possible. You're really trying to build an ideal picture in your mind, and then
set that as a goal. And figure out, sort of step by step, things that will move
you in that direction and never give up on that. What that does is put your
energy and the great resource that you have coming from within yourself, to
support the picture of what you really want to do. And I have experienced that
in my own life, to be a very powerful conduit for change and for
transformation. If you don't do the exercise you tend to stay stuck a little bit
in a rut, where what you think is possible is exactly what you have and you
don't have the sense of empowerment that comes from knowing you can make
positive changes and you also just do not capitalize on what you can
contribute. And we need every woman doing absolutely the best they can in
all regards. And if we do that we will get this gender equity problem licked
very quickly.

AB	 Well I think that's a very fitting note upon which to end, and I have to say that
this has been a great highlight for me. I am going to keep my own personal
copy of this interview for the rest of my life and I am going to refer to it
periodically. So, Mary Cranston..
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MC	 Well, thank you. I have to say that I've learned equally as much from Angela
over the years. It's been a great friendship.

AB	 It has been a great friendship. And a great honor. Thank you.
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